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Players: 2 to 4   　    　Play time: 30min　    Ages: 10 and up

Contents
・Game board ・City cards…48 (12 locations for 4 players) ・Road tiles…60

・Player pieces...4 ・Destination marker…(6 locations for 4 players)

The maze like city, Tokyo.
You are here for a day. There are 5 destinations.
If you visit all your destinations first, you win.

Tokyo Dangan



Now you can play.

The youngest player goes first.

Each player takes a turn in clockwise rotation.

The first player to reach all 5 of their destinations wins the game.

You can take any 3 combinations of multiple actions during your turn. The actions 

can be in any order and any combination.

ex) place->place->move or rotate->move->remove

You may end your turn after 1 or 2 actions.

Distribute player pieces and cards
Each player chooses their color.

Take the player piece and 6 destination markers of the corresponding color, and 

one set of 12 city cards.

Deciding the start location
Shuffle your city cards and reveal 1 random card. If you do not have the same 

city as the other players then you start there. Leave the card of your starting 

city face up in front of you. Place your player piece and one location marker on 

that city on the board (The location marker represents destinations that you 

have been to). If you have the same start city as another player, you both 

redraw until not so.

Deciding the destination
Randomly draw 5 city cards from the remaining 11. These cities will be your 

destination. Do not show them to the other players (you may look at your own 

destinations at any time). You won’t use the remaining city cards, put them 

away so everyone can’t see them.  

Distribute road tiles
Shuffle and place all road tiles face down on the table (this will be the tile pile). 

Each player will take 2 tiles and put them in their hand. Do not show your tiles to 

the other players (you can look at them anytime).

１:

２:

３:

４:

Placing a road tile
You can place 1 of your road tiles on an open space on the board.

You can pick which way the road is facing.
(The tile cannot face diagonal, it must be square with the adjacent tiles)

Roads do not have to connect to each other.

You cannot place a tile on top of another tile.

You cannot place a tile on a city space.

You cannot place a tile on occupied land (Imperial palace, ocean, etc.)
(You cannot move to occupied land as well)

You cannot place a tile on the Sumidagawa River.
If there are road tiles on each side of the river then you may cross it, but you cannot stop on the river.

Since you can only hold 2 road tiles, this action can only be taken twice a turn.

Ａ:

Rotating a road tile
You can rotate 1 road tile on the board (the tile must be square with adjacent 

tiles)

Roads do not have to connect in result to the rotation.

You can rotate a tile even if there are players on it.

Remove a road tile
You can remove 1 road tile from the board.

You may not remove a road tile that a player is on.

The removed tile goes to a discard pile face up (tiles do not get recycled until all 

tiles have been used)
Removed tiles do not go to your hand.

Move (arrive at a destination)
You can move your piece to another tile that is connected by roads.

Cities connect to all adjacent roads (you cannot move to a city unless there is at 

least 1 road adjacent to it)

You can only move to a city or a road tile.

As long as the roads are connected you can move as far as you want.

If you stop at one of your destinations, place that destination card face up in 

front of you and place a destination marker on that location (make it clear which 

order you reached your destinations).

When you have placed all 5 of your destination cards in front of you, you win.
You can walk through locations but they only count as reaching your destination if you stop at them.

Ｂ:

Ｃ:

Ｄ:

Preparation

Turn actions At the end of your turn, draw road tiles until you have 2 cards. (You may never 

have more than 2 cards)
When there are no more tile cards in the pile, reshuffle the garbage pile and draw from there.

When your turn is done

How to play

Road tiles

Destination markerPlayer pieces City cards


